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String Threader Activity - $35
Voted by Qualia therapists as the best tool to
support pencil grasp and control!  The string board
encourages all things writing, including creativity,
coordination and strength.

Slope Board - $55
If your child leans over the table whilst writing, or
needs help maintaining the correct wrist position
and pencil grip for handwriting, this is a must-have
tool to improve these areas and more!

Putty - $10
Pinch and pull to make a spider, an octopus or an alien. Putty is
an ideal activity for developing fine motor skills. With practice
and the right motions, it can improve hand and finger strength,
endurance, coordination and dexterity. This is the perfect
preparatory task for writers developing their pencil grasp, or
children learning to use cutlery, tie shoelaces, or do-up buttons
and zippers.



Chubby Pencils for Little Writers - $4
A basic but essential item in any little one’s pencil case. These pencils are
shaped perfectly for your child’s hand, encouraging an appropriate pencil
grasp whilst they are learning to write.

Mechanical Pencils - $15
These pencils provide continuous feedback to a
child who might be using excessive pencil pressure
whilst writing – the lead will break! The pencil also
removes the need to sharpen, supporting fluency
and allowing your child to write more legibly.

Pencil Grips - $4
Qualia has a wide variety of pencil grips
to support pencil control and
coordination when drawing, colouring
and writing. Have a conversation with
your therapist about the right pencil grip
for your child.

Stylus and Pencil - $26
Designed to promote an appropriate grasp with its
triangular shaped body, this tool is great for using the iPad
or tablet – whether writing, colouring or simply playing
games. The additional pencil tip at the end is a bonus!



Pack of Lyra Pencils - $28
These coloured pencils are designed to help position your child’s fingers appropriately, encouraging the recommended tripod
grasp. There are grooves carved into the pencil to remind your child where to place their fingers, and can be particularly
useful for children who are resistant to using pencil grips. Available in two sizes.

Sound Waves- $10
The Student Chart is an
everyday reference tool to
help students decode and
encode words. It includes all
43 cosonant and vowel sounds
along with common
graphemes and illustrated
word examples.

Rainbow Pencils - $4
Red, blue, green or yellow?
Why not all 4! This pencil helps
make writing and drawing fun
and adventurous, whilst also
designed to encourage an
appropriate pencil grasp with
its triangular shape.



Therapressure Brush - $26
The Therapressure brush is a sensory
brush designed by Patricia Wilbarger,
MEd, OTR, FAOTA. The new improved
design supports children seeking deep
pressure. Before using this product, it is
best to speak with a therapist trained in
the Wilbarger Protocol. This protocol is
designed to support children with
tactile defensiveness and may not be
right for every client. 

Stretchy Tube - $4
Zooooop! This tube stretches out
to four times its size! Also makes
an entertaining sound and
provides plenty of visual, audible
and tactile entertainment for your
child.

Chewy Tube - $2
Does your child constantly have their fingers in their
mouths? These chewy pencil toppers are wonderful to
have on the end of pencils, or to attach to a string and
wear as jewellery. Perfect for providing your child with
oral stimulation without needing their fingers.

Wobble Cushion- $60
This tool has many uses! Great for children who feel
the need to move to remain in their seat, this
cushion can provide the perfect balance. The
cushion can also be used to squat, stand or even to
do sit-ups or push-ups, providing a great movement
break for your child before or during their learning.



KiddiKutter - $12.99
The KiddiKutter is a must-have according to our therapists! KiddiKutter
provides a safe and fun way for children to learn to use a knife, whether it’s
cutting playdough, helping with cooking or eating dinner. This knife builds
your child’s confidence without the risk of finger cuts.

Button Snake - $6
A Qualia favourite! Used to
practice buttoning or even to
provide a fun fine motor activity,
the Button Snake promotes self-
care confidence and is great to
keep little hands busy.

Gum cleaner and soft silicone massager, typically for delicate newborn gums. 
Soft gum massager for emerging teeth. 
Combination of bristles and gum massager to cleans gums and teeth during the
teething process. 
Soft nylon bristles to clean new teeth.

Oral Care Brush Set - $26
A product that has 4 stages of oral care brushes in a single set. The oral care brushes are
for children between 0-6 years of age. Occupational therapists love to use this product
when supporting children with oral sensitivities and learning how to brush their teeth. The
four brushes included are: 



Easy-Grip Scissors - $16
These whole-hand scissors are perfect for a child who is developing their
cutting ability. Made for both right- or left-handers, these scissors provide
greater control and build your child’s confidence, and can be particularly
useful for children who are developing strength in their hands or fingers.

Left-Handed Specific Scissors - $16
These lefty scissors are tailored in every way for your left-handed child. With
reversed blades, the pointed end provides more precision whilst cutting and
also contains a safety-edge feature to protect your child as they are enjoying
these easy-to-use scissors.

Bounce-Back Scissors - $16
Another Qualia favourite! These scissors are built for the child who is
learning to cut. The scissors contain a spring which helps children open
the scissors automatically after each snip.


